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ABSTRACT

1.

Energy generation scheduling is a fundamental problem in
microgrid design that determines the on/off status and the
output level of energy sources with the goal of minimizing
the cost and satisfying both electricity and heat demand.
The uncertainty in both renewable generation and microgrid demand makes the problem drastically different from
its counterparts and in traditional power systems and brings
out the essential need of online algorithm design. In the literature, an online deterministic algorithm called CHASE has
achieved a competitive ratio of 3, which is the best possible among deterministic algorithms. In addition, it has been
shown the accurate prediction can improve the performance.
This paper revisits the problem by investigating the benefits of randomization and interval prediction, i.e., relaxing
accurate prediction assumption by considering an interval of
valid ranges for future demand. We propose r CHASE, a randomized algorithm that achieves competitive ratio of around
2.128, improving beyond the best deterministic algorithm.
Then, we propose iCHASE, an interval prediction-aware algorithm that is built upon r CHASE and a new extension
we developed for the classic ski-rental problem. Our tracedriven experiments demonstrate that iCHASE outperforms
CHASE; the average cost reduction of iCHASE is 15.85%,
while CHASE reduces the cost by 9.1%.

Nowadays, microgrid is regarded as a promising paradigm
of future power systems. In microgrid, various energy
sources such as renewable energy sources (e.g., wind farms),
local generation units (e.g., gas generators), together with
the external grid contribute in fulfilling the time-varying energy demand (electricity and heat) of a campus-scale local
community. As compared to traditional grids, microgrid
has recognized advantages in cost efficiency, environmental awareness, and power reliability. Consequently, worldwide installed microgrid capacity has witnessed a rapid
growth, reaching 1283M W in 2015, and is expected to reach
2855M W by 2020 in the US only [6].
In microgrid, intelligent energy generation scheduling is a
key mechanism that can reduce the operational microgrid
cost significantly [19]. The scheduling policy aims (i) to
schedule the output level of local generators and on-demand
request from the external grid and natural gas provider to
satisfy the net demand, and (ii) to minimize the operational cost which is consisted of the generator’s cost and
the cost of acquiring energy from external grid and natural gas provider. This problem is appeared previously in
traditional power system literature as economic dispatching [11] or unit commitment [17] problems. In microgrid,
however, the problem is more involved mainly because of the
unprecedented uncertainty in net demand that is originated
from unpredictability, uncontrollability, and intermittency
of both renewable sources and microgrid demand [19].
In the previous study [18], the problem has been tackled
following a competitive online algorithm design approach.
Toward this, an online deterministic algorithm called CHASE
has been proposed based on a special structure of offline
optimal solution. Then, it is shown that CHASE achieves
optimal competitive ratio of 3, i.e., no other deterministic algorithm can achieve a competitive ratio of better than
3. In addition, CHASE is extended to leverage the limited
prediction of the accurate future data, such as near-term
demand or wind forecast. As a result, it is shown that accurate prediction of near-future demand, can further improve
the performance of the basic prediction-oblivious CHASE.
In practice, however, it is extremely difficult to accurately
predict the future net demand given (i) the significant uncertainties involved in the output of the renewable sources,
(ii) abrupt changes in small-scale microgrid demand without periodical aggregation effect, and finally (iii) additional
dimension of uncertainty due to co-generation, since electricity and heat demands exhibit rather different stochastic
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Table 1: Summary and comparison of the previous work and this work; CAD: Competitive algorithm design;
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patterns that impose further difficulty to accurately predict
the overall combined demand.
This paper revisits the online energy generation scheduling problem in microgrids by investigating the theoretical
and practical benefits of the following two design space issues in algorithm design:

forecast. Last but not the least, our interval prediction design provides a general approach towards solving similar online problems with “buy-or-rent” nature.
• By trace-driven experiments, we evaluate the performance of our proposed algorithms. The average results
spanned over a whole year demonstrate that the cost of
iCHASE with interval prediction with ±40% deviation
from accurate future values achieves the operational
cost of 1.12× and 1.08× of offline-optimal and CHASE
with perfect future prediction, respectively. The results also show that iCHASE outperforms CHASE; the
average cost reduction of iCHASE is 15.85%, while basic CHASE reduces the cost by 9.1%.

1. Randomized online algorithm design. Randomization, i.e., making random algorithmic decisions
based on some probability distribution functions, is
a well-established technique in online algorithm design [26] that in several cases can result in better performance guarantee in theory and/or in practice.
2. Interval prediction-aware online algorithm design. A promising alternative approach against accurate prediction of future demand is to leverage interval
predictions, which is extensively studied in forecasting
wind power generations and residential loads in microgrids [22, 25, 27, 29]. In this approach, the idea is
to predict an interval for the possible values for each
future input. In other word, in this model, an upper bound and a lower bound of the future demand
are predicted. While there are a plenty of studies on
leveraging the benefits of future accurate prediction in
algorithm design, incorporating interval prediction in
algorithm design is not extensively studied in the past.
Summary of contributions. By investigating the benefits of randomization and interval prediction in online algorithm design for microgrid energy generation scheduling
problem, this paper makes the following contributions:
• We propose r CHASE, a randomized algorithm that like
deterministic CHASE tries to chase the optimal offline
solution. Different from CHASE, it makes on/off decisions randomly based on two special distribution functions. We prove r CHASE achieves competitive ratio of
around 2.128, improving the best deterministic algorithm CHASE.
• We propose iCHASE, an online algorithm that leverages interval prediction in design. The algorithm is
built upon r CHASE and a new algorithm design for
basic ski-rental problem taking into account the interval prediction of skiing days. We show that the competitive ratio of iCHASE could not be worse than that
of r CHASE. Furthermore, as compared to the existing
modified CHASE with accurate prediction, iCHASE is
more realistic, since it requires the interval information of the future demand instead of accurate point

In the rest of the paper, Sec. 2 reviews the related work.
Sec. 3 formulates the problem. Sec. 4 reviews the existing
algorithm CHASE. r CHASE and iCHASE are proposed in
Secs. 5 and 6, respectively. Experiments are reported in
Sec. 7, and finally, Sec. 8 concludes the paper.

2.

RELATED WORK

Energy generation scheduling in microgrids. Providing cost-effective energy generation scheduling mechanism for “grid-connected” microgrids has been studied extensively in the recent studies. The most related problems
to ours are those that try to propose online solutions for energy generation scheduling problem in microgrid [18, 19, 30].
There are several aspects both in problem formulation and
solution approaches that make the works to be different. We
compare the most important aspects of these works and our
work in Table 1. The authors in [19] apply online convex
optimization framework [31] to design economic dispatching
algorithms for microgrids. In [30], the economic dispatching
problem with peak-based charging model in competitive online design framework is studied. Both of the above works
focus on the economic dispatching problem that does not
take into account the start-up cost. It is worth noting that
incorporating start-up cost and turning the problem to joint
unit commitment and economic dispatch make the problem
fundamentally different.
The problem studied in this paper is a joint economic dispatching and unit commitment problem with co-generation
taken into account that is proposed in [18] for the first time
in microgrids. This paper improves the obtained results
in [18] by (i) obtaining better bounds on theoretical performance guarantee of [18] by utilizing randomized algorithm
design, and (ii) making the algorithms more practical by
leveraging the interval prediction in algorithmic design.
Energy generation scheduling in traditional power
systems. Energy generation scheduling is a well-studied

3.

ENERGY GENERATION SCHEDULING
PROBLEM

The system model and problem formulation are based on
that of [18]. Consider a microgrid in which local generation units along with renewable sources are solicited to fulfill both electricity and heat demands, increase the reliability, and reduce total energy cost. Hence, the problem of
interest could be casted as a microgrid cost minimization
problem (MCMP) with demand (both electricity and heat)
covering constraints and generator’s capacity and physical
constraints. By summarizing the main notations in Table 2,
we proceed to explain the system model.

3.1

System Model

First, we assume that the system runs in a time-slotted
manner in a time horizon of T time slots in which the length
of each time slot is fixed in order of one hour.
Energy demand: The energy demand is two-fold. (i)
Net electricity demand denoted by a(t) at time slot t, which
is the total electricity demand subtracted by the output of
the renewable sources. (ii) Heat demand denoted by h(t) at
time t. To capture any desired level of uncertainty, we do
not assume any specific stochastic model of a(t) and h(t).
External grid and heat: Our model assumes that the
microgrid works in the “connected-mode”, i.e., in addition
to covering the demand by local generation and renewable sources, the residual demand is fulfilled by acquiring
the electricity from the main grid in an on-demand manner. Following the widely adapted time-of-use pricing policy [4], let the spot grid price at time t be p(t) where

Demand Profile

Generator Profile

Notation
β
cm
co
L
η
T
cg
a(t)
h(t)
p(t)
σ(t)
Opt. Variables

problem in traditional power systems. Two main variants
are unit commitment [12, 17, 20] and economic dispatching [10,11,21]. The unit commitment problem typically optimizes the on/off (start-up and shut-down) schedule of power
generation units in large power systems and it is known to be
a challenging NP-complete problem in general [12]. In the
previous studies, different approaches have been used to approximately solve this problem. Some approaches are mixinteger programming [9], dynamic programming [23], and
stochastic programming [24]. Economic dispatching problem, however, takes the output of unit commitment problem (on/off status of power generation units) as its input
and tries to schedule the units by determining their output levels. There are different works toward solving economic dispatching problem in large scale traditional power
systems [10, 21]. There is also interest in involving CHP
generators in economic dispatching problem to satisfy both
electricity and heat demand simultaneously [13].
All of the aforementioned studies try to propose offline solutions, which is reasonable in traditional large-scale power
systems with high aggregation effect on demand and low
penetration of unpredictable renewable sources. These two
issues results in ability to accurately predict the whole time
horizon demand and then solve the problem in offline in
which the demand and energy supply (or at least their distributions) in the entire time horizon are known a prior. In
microgrid, offline solutions are not applicable, because smallscale demand and renewable output are uncontrollable, unpredictable, and intermittence [28]. There are a few studies
for offline energy generation scheduling in microgrid scenarios as well. We refer to [15, 16] as samples.

y(t)
u(t)
s(t)
v(t)

Definition
The startup cost of local generator ($)
The sunk cost per interval of running local
generator ($)
The incremental operational cost per interval
of running local generator to output an
additional unit of power ($/Watt)
The maximum power output of generator
(Watt)
The heat recovery efficiency of co-generation
The set of time slots (T , |T |)
The price per unit of heat obtained
externally using natural gas ($/Watt)
The net electricity demand minus the
instantaneous renewable supply at time t
(Watt)
The heat demand at time t (Watt)
The spot price per unit of power obtained
from the electricity grid (Pmin ≤ p(t) ≤ Pmax )
($/Watt)
The joint input at time t:
σ(t) , (a(t), h(t), p(t))
The on/off status of the local generator (on
as “1” and off as “0”)
The power output level when the generator is
on (Watt)
The heat level obtained externally by natural
gas (Watt)
The power level obtained from electricity grid
(Watt)

Table 2: Kay Notations. Brackets indicate the
unit. We denote a vector by a single symbol, e.g.,

T
a , a(t) t=1 .
p(t) ∈ [Pmin , Pmax ]. Again, there is no assumptions on the
underlying stochastic model of p(t). Finally, heating can be
generated separately using external natural gas, which costs
cg per unit of demand.
Local generation: There is a local generator with capacity L.1 Following the commonly-adapted generator model
[17], let β as the startup cost of turning on a generator, cm
as the sunk cost of maintaining a generator in its active state
per unit time, and co as the operational cost per unit time for
an active generator to output one unit of energy. In realistic
generators there are minimum turning on/off periods as well
as ramping up/down constraints, which imposes some additional constraints to the main problem. In [18], a general approach towards tackling the cases with this set of constraints
is proposed, thereby, in this paper we focus on the cases in
which the generators are so-called “fast-responding” ones,
i.e., the only constraint is the capacity limit of each generation unit. Finally, local generators can generate electricity
and heat simultaneously. Let the heat recovery efficiency
for co-generation be η, i.e., for each unit of electricity generated, η unit of useful heat can be supplied for free. Thus,
1
Our proposed algorithms in this paper can be extended
to the case with multiple homogeneous generators, without
additional performance loss. The general approach is to decompose the problem by following a layering approach which
is proposed in [18, Sec. 3.3].

ηcg is the saving due to using co-generation to supply heat,
provided that there is sufficient heat demand. We assume
co ≥ η · cg , i.e., it is cheaper to acquire heat by natural gas
than purely by generators.

3.2

Problem Definition

Optimization variables: Let v(t) and s(t) be the
amount of electricity and heat obtained by the external grid
and the external natural gas, respectively. For the generator, let y(t) be the binary on/off status (1 as on and 0 as
off) and u(t) as the output level.
Objective function: The objective function is in the
form of aggregated operational cost over time horizon T
that is formulated as follows:
o
Xn

cost(y, u, v, s) ,
ψ σ(t), y(t) + β[y(t) − y(t − 1)]+ ,

gram, whose optimal solution has a closed-form structure as
stated in Lemma 1.
T
Lemma 1. [18] Given a fixed on/off status y(t) t=1 , the
solution that minimizes cost(y, u, v, s) is


0, n
o if p(t) + η · cg ≤ co ,

h(t)
, if p(t) < co < p(t)+η · cg ,
u(t)= min n η , a(t), Ly(t)
o


min a(t), Ly(t) ,
if co ≤ p(t),
(2)
and

+

v(t) = [a(t) − u(t)] ,

+

s(t) = [h(t) − η · u(t)] . (3)

Applying the result in Lemma 1, MCMP can be further
simplified to problem sMCMP with respect to a single variable y as follows:
sMCMP : min cost(y)

t∈T

y



where ψ σ(t), y(t) , p(t)v(t) + cg s(t) + co u(t) + cm y(t), in
which the first two terms are the grid and external gas costs,
and the second two terms are the operating
 cost of local
generator. This operational cost ψ σ(t), y(t) along with the
generator’s switching cost β[y(t) − y(t − 1)]+ is aggregated
over the entire T . In addition, we assume generator is off in
the beginning, i.e., y(0) = 0.
Microgrid Cost Minimization Problem (MCMP):
Given the above optimization variables and objective function, the optimization problem is formulated as follows:
MCMP
s.t.

vars.

min cost(y, u, v, s)

y,u,v,s

u(t) ≤ Ly(t), t ∈ T ,
u(t) + v(t) ≥ a(t), t ∈ T ,

(1a)
(1b)
(1c)

ηu(t) + s(t) ≥ h(t), t ∈ T ,
(1d)
y(t) ∈ {0, 1}, u(t), v(t), s(t) ∈ R+
,
t
∈
T
,
0

where the packing constraint (1b) ensures respecting the
capacity limit of the generator. Covering constraints (1c)(1d) force to fulfill the electricity and heat demands by grid,
natural gas, and the generator.
Remark that MCMP is challenging to solve since: (i) the
problem is a mixed-integer linear problem, which is generally
difficult to tackle even in offline, where complete knowledge
of future information is available in advance; (ii) the objective function is coupled over the time because of the startup
cost β[y(t)−y(t−1)]+ term in the objective, thereby MCMP
cannot be horizontally decomposed over time; (iii) in practice, the problem data, i.e., the demands a(t) and h(t) as
well as the grid spot price p(t) arrive online, which emphasizes the need for online solution design.

4.

OVERVIEW OF THE EXISTING SOLUTIONS

In this section, we briefly overview the existing solution to
MCMP that is proposed in [18]. The structure of the optimal
offline solution and the previous online algorithm are used
in the following sections to propose new randomized and
interval prediction-aware algorithms in this paper.

4.1

Optimal Offline Algorithm Design

The first observation is that when the on/off status is
given, MCMP degenerates into a timely decoupled linear pro-

vars. y(t) ∈ {0, 1}, t ∈ T ,
where cost(y) = cost(y, u, v, s) and (u(t), v(t), s(t)) are defined based on the result in Lemma 1.
Now, we proceed to overview the offline optimal solu
T
tion (in offline setting we assume that the input σ(t) t=1 is
known a priori) to sMCMP. This offline solution is leveraged
to design the our randomized online algorithm in Sec. 5.
Define
δ(t) , ψ(σ(t), 0) − ψ(σ(t), 1),

(4)

as the single-slot cost difference between using or not using
local generation, without taking into account the start-up
cost. When δ(t) > 0 (resp. δ(t) < 0), the generator must be
turned on (resp. off). The startup cost, however, prevent
us to turn on/off frequently. Hence, the question is on how
to make on/off decision with start-up cost? The idea is
to evaluate whether the cumulative gain/loss in the future
can offset the startup cost or not. To realize this idea the
cumulative cost difference ∆(t) is defined as
n
o
∆(t) , min 0, max{−β, ∆(t − 1) + δ(t)} ,
(5)
where the initial values is ∆(0) = −β and we have ∆(t) ∈
[−β, 0], by definition.
Having defined function ∆, the next step is to build critical segments, which is the key in offline algorithm design.
Toward this, we partition the time horizon T into several
disjoint sets called critical segments. By introducing a set of
critical slots T1c < T2c < ... < Tkc , the critical segments are
defined as [1, T1c ], [T1c + 1, T2c ], [T2c + 1, T3c ], . . . , [Tkc + 1, T ].
Furthermore, each critical slot Tic comes with an auxiliary
slot T˜ic , such that the pair (Tic , T˜ic ) satisfies the following
conditions:

• (Boundary): Either ∆(Tic ) = 0 and ∆(T˜ic ) = −β

or ∆(Tic ) = −β and ∆(T˜c ) = 0 .
i

• (Interior): −β < ∆(τ ) < 0 for all Tic < τ < T˜ic .
Each pair of (Tic , T˜ic ) corresponds to an interval where ∆(t)
traverses from -β to 0 or from 0 to -β, while in the middle
never touches the boundaries. In [18], it is shown that such
segments are well-defined and unique. An example of such
partitioning into critical segments is shown in Fig. 1.
The next step is to categorize the critical segments based
c
on their boundary values. By setting T0c = 0 and Tk+1
= T,
we define the following categories of the critical segments:

(t)

type-0

type-1

type-2

Algorithm 1: [18] CHASE, for t ∈ T

type-1
1

0

2
3
4

T0c

T1c
CHASE
y(t) r CHASE
OPT

T̃1c

T2c T̃2c

T3c T̃3c

T

Figure 1:
An example of ∆(t) and behaviors of
CHASE [18], rCHASE (proposed in this paper), and
OPT (that calculates the optimal offline solution)
• type-0:

[1, T1c ]

c
c
• type-1: [Tic +1, Ti+1
], if ∆(Tic ) = −β and ∆(Ti+1
)=0
c
c
• type-2: [Tic +1, Ti+1
], if ∆(Tic ) = 0 and ∆(Ti+1
) = −β

• type-3: [Tkc + 1, T ]
By this critical segment definition, the important result in
[18] is mentioned in the following theorem.
Theorem 1. [18] An optimal solution of sMCMP is
(
1, if t ∈ type-1,
?
y (t) ,
(6)
0, otherwise,
Putting together the results in Theorem 1 and Lemma 1,
it is straightforward to compute the optimal offline solution
of sMCMP. On top of that, these results provide the key
insight in tackling the problem in online setting.

4.2

Online Algorithm Design

In this section, we explain the online algorithm CHASE
that is proposed in [18]. Recall that in optimal offline solution, we set y(t) = 1 right after entering type-1 segments,
and y(t) = 0 by entering to the other segments. In online
setting without future information, however, the challenge
originates from the fact that it is impossible to immediately
detect segment type right after entering it.
The good news is that even though immediate segment
type detection is impossible, it is possible to detect the segment type eventually. This is done for type-1, right after
∆(t) reaches 0 for the first time after hitting −β. The similar
procedure can be done for the other types. This observation
is the key in proposing CHASE in [18] (summarized as Algorithm 1). In CHASE, y(t) = y(t − 1) if −β < ∆(t) < 0,
since changing segment type is not possible. However, when
∆(t) = 0 (resp. ∆(t) = −β), it is ensured that the segment
is type-1 (resp. type-2). Thereby, CHASE sets y(t) = 1
(resp. y(t) = 0). In this way, CHASE tries to to track the offline optimal in an online manner since the status is changed
right after ensuring that the segment type is changed.
Despite its apparent simplicity, the following results
proves that CHASE is a competitive algorithm with the best
possible competitive ratio among all the possible deterministic online algorithms for problem sMCMP.

5
6
7
8
9

find ∆(t)
if ∆(t) = −β then
y(t) ← 0
else if ∆(t) = 0 then
y(t) ← 1
else
y(t) ← y(t − 1)
end
set u(t), v(t), and s(t) according to Eqs. (2) and (3)

Theorem 2. [18] CHASE is (3 − 2α)-competitive algorithm, where 0 < α ≤ 1 is a parameter that depends on
the problem input. Moreover, no other online algorithm can
achieve better competitive ratio than (3 − 2α).
Finally, we remark that CHASE is a single-generator
version of the algorithm. Extending the algorithm for
multiple generator case follows a carefully designed layering approach that preserves the competitiveness of singlegenerator CHASE [18].
In the next section, we propose a new randomized algorithm called r CHASE and explain how randomized decision
making can play its role in improving the competitive ratio
of the deterministic CHASE.

5.

RANDOMIZED ONLINE ALGORITHM

In several theoretical online combinatorial problems, it
turns out that randomized algorithms, i.e., those that make
random decisions based on some probability distribution
functions, might outperform the deterministic ones. This
approach is called randomized approximation algorithm design and the expected value of the randomized solution is
analyzed in performance (competitive) analysis [26].
Designing randomized algorithms, however, is highly involved in problem’s structure. Overall, the high level idea
is to follow the deterministic algorithm, but, make the decisions in randomized manner. In other words, while deterministic decision making turns the design to be too conservative, randomized algorithm tries to be more aggressive
by randomized decision making, and consequently improve
the performance and in practice and in theory by achieving
good expected competitive ratio.
As stated in the previous section, the idea behind the deterministic CHASE algorithm is to track the optimal offline
solution in online fashion. However, CHASE is too conservative in making decisions: it waits until to be ensured that
the offline optimal solution has switched y(t), then it follows
the offline optimal. The main idea behind the randomized
algorithm proposed in this section is that it might be better
to be more aggressive in making decisions. Consequently,
the goal in randomized algorithm is somehow switch y(t)
before ∆(t) reaches either 0 or −β.
Proper design of randomized algorithm is not straightforward, because of the following two key challenges:
1. how to make randomized decisions such that keep the
algorithm to be reasonably aggressive, i.e., to prevent
it from frequent status change of the generator; recall
that each status change imposes a potential start-up
cost β to the overall cost.

2. how to generate random variables such that the
expected performance guarantee (competitive ratio)
could be obtained. Essentially, to address this challenge, designing a proper probability distribution function for random decision making is required.

Algorithm 2: r CHASE for t ∈ T
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13
14
15
16
17

find ∆(t)
if ∆(t) = 0 then
generate γoff according to foff (γ) as in Eq. (8)
end
if ∆(t) = −β then
generate γon according to fon (γ) as in Eq. (7)
end
if ∆(t) ≥ γon then
y(t) ← 1
γon ← 0
else if ∆(t) ≤ γoff then
y(t) ← 0
γoff ← −β
else
y(t) ← y(t − 1)
end
set u(t), v(t), and s(t) according to Eqs. (2) and (3)

Theorem 3. rCHASE for problem MCMP has a competitive ratio of 1 + 4 ln22−1 ≈ 2.128.
Proof. In [14].

We address aforementioned two challenges by designing
a randomized algorithm called r CHASE that is summarized
as Algorithm 2. In what follows we explain the detail of
the algorithm and its behavior as compared to the existing
deterministic CHASE.
The main idea behind r CHASE is as follows. Whenever,
∆(t) reaches 0 (resp. −β), a continuous random variable γoff
(resp. γon ) is generated in [−β, 0] with probability distribution function foff (γ) (resp. fon (γ)) that is defined in Eq. (8)
(resp. Eq. (7)). At time slot t, if ∆(t) is greater than or
equal to random variable γon , the generator is turned on,
(i.e., y(t) ← 1). In addition, it sets γon to be 0, i.e., no
random decision making on turning on anymore. This is the
key to prevent the algorithm to be too aggressive in changing the status. In other words, this remedies challenge (1).
Similar scenario is appeared for turning off the generator:
at time slot t, if ∆(t) is smaller than or equal to random
variable γoff , the generator is turned off, (i.e., y(t) ← 0).
In addition, it sets γoff to be β to prevent random decision
making in turning off. Finally, to address challenge (2), we
design the following probability distribution functions:
(
fon (γ) =

C1
2β+γ

+ C2 δ(γ),

0,

if − β < γ ≤ 0,
otherwise,

(7)

and
(
foff (γ) =

C1
β−γ

0,

+ C2 δ(γ + β),

if − β ≤ γ < 0,
otherwise,

(8)

where C1 = 2/(4 ln 2 − 1) and C2 = (2 ln 2 − 1)/(4 ln 2 − 1)
are two constants, and δ(γ) is Dirac Delta function2 . Note
2

that r CHASE reduces to CHASE by setting γon = 0 and
γoff = −β.
An example of r CHASE as compared to CHASE is shown
in Fig. 1. As compared to deterministic decision made by
CHASE, random variable generation in r CHASE, i.e., randomly generating γoff and γon between [−β, 0], causes earlier
generator switch which makes it to be closer to the optimal
offline decision making. However, it is worth noting that
r CHASE is randomized, and in some intervals it may change
the generator status too early or change the status whenever optimal offline does not change. Our theoretical result
in Theorem 3, demonstrates that the expected competitive
ratio of r CHASE is better as compared to the performance
of CHASE.

Dirac delta function, is a function on the real number line
that is zero everywhere except at zero, with an integral of
one over the entire real line.

Remarks. The result in Theorem 2 [18] reports the
competitive ratio of 3 − 2α for CHASE in which α is a constant that depends on the system parameters, and in worst
case α approaches 0, when the generator unit cost is much
lower than the maximum grid spot price. Hence competitive ratio of CHASE approaches 3. Furthermore in [18], it
is shown that no other deterministic algorithm can achieve
better competitive ratio than that of CHASE. Result in Theorem 3 says that r CHASE is a 2.128-competitive algorithm
which evinces 29% improvement as compared to the competitive ratio of CHASE. In addition, we note that even though
the general structure of both algorithms looks similar, the
techniques that are used in the analysis of r CHASE are fundamentally different from those in CHASE. We remark that
the proposed algorithm r CHASE is for the single-generator
scenario. Extension to the multiple generator case requires
following a particular layering approach that is proposed
in [18, Sec. 3.3]. Finally, we emphasize that the proposed algorithm includes fast-responding generators. One approach
to extend the algorithm to the slow-responding generators
is to project the obtained output levels of r CHASE to the
values that respect the ramping constraints of the generator.
For details we refer to [18, Sec. 4].

6.

ONLINE ALGORITHM DESIGN WITH
INTERVAL PREDICTION

In this section, we design another algorithm called
iCHASE with interval prediction taking into account. First,
we begin by defining the concept of interval prediction.

6.1

The Definition of Interval Prediction

It is known that accurate prediction of near-future demand, can further improve the performance of the basic
prediction-oblivious CHASE [18]. In practice, however, it
is extremely difficult to accurately predict the future net demand given (i) the significant uncertainties involved in the
output of the renewable sources and (ii) unpredictably in
small-scale microgrid demand without aggregation effect.
A promising alternative approach is to advocate the idea
of interval prediction instead of accurate point forecasting,
i.e., predicting a range instead of exact value prediction in
which prediction errors could be usually unavoidable [22,25,
27,29]. In this approach, the idea is to predict an interval for

the demand of each time slot. In other word, in this model,
an upper bound and a lower bound of the future demand
are predicted. Putting together, one can say, an interval is
predicted for the value of the demand for each slot.
For our algorithm design in this section, we assume that
the interval prediction of the future demand is available
in a time window of size ω slots in addition to the current and the previous demand profile. In particular,
t+ωwe
assume that the upper bound demand profile σ(τ ) τ =t+1
t+ω
and the lower bound demand profile σ(τ ) τ =t+1 are
given as additional inputs to the algorithm, such that
the actual demand profile are within these values, i.e.,
σ(τ ) ≤ σ(τ ) ≤ σ(τ ), ∀τ ∈ [t + 1, t + ω]. In practice, there
are several analytical and experimental approaches to calculate these values. Some examples are [7] for short-term
load forecast of microgrids and [27] for interval prediction of
wind sources.
Our idea in this section is based on a simple, yet effective
extension to incorporate the interval prediction in algorithm
design. In Sec. 6.2, we first explain the high level idea on how
to extend the basic online algorithm for the well-known classic ski-rental problem [8] by taking into account the interval
prediction, and discuss how this idea can improve the performance of the online algorithm in both theory and practice.
Then in Sec. 6.3, by leveraging this idea, we propose our
algorithm iCHASE that is built upon randomized r CHASE
and our new extension to ski-rental problem.

6.2

Motivational
Problem

Example

on

Ski-rental

The ski-rental problem is as follows. Assume that renting
skis costs 1 per time slot and buying skis costs B. The
player has to decide in an online fashion whether to continue
renting ski or buy skis in order to minimize the cost. The
adversary, on the other hand, selects the total duration of
skiing x to maximize the cost. In this way, the offline optimal
solution would be min{x, B}. In the literature it is known
that the online algorithm for this problem is to rent the skis
for the first B days, and then buy the skis. This algorithm
achieves the competitive ratio of 2 which is the best possible
among all online deterministic algorithms.
Now, we incorporate interval prediction in the basic setting of ski-rental problem. We consider a generalized problem, such that the player at any time slot t has a prediction
of range of the total duration of skiing [x(t), x(t)], such that
x must fall in the range [x(t), x(t)]. In the basic setting of
the classic ski-rental problem, the range is [0, ∞].
We consider the deterministic online algorithm A that is
summarized as Algorithm 3. In a nutshell of algorithm A,
the effectiveness of the additional interval data (i.e., x(t)
and x(t)) is examined first. If at least one of the two additional data is useful, i.e., either x(t) or x(t) can assure better
worst-case performance than the basic online algorithm, 2competitiveness, we change the deterministic decision making. Otherwise, we follow the basic algorithm. The following
theorem characterizes the competitiveness of algorithm A.

Algorithm 3: A for t ∈ T
1
2
3
4
5
6
7

≥ 2 AND x(t)
≥ 2 then
B
rent skis until the end or B, then buy skis
B
else if x(t)
≤ x(t)
then
B
buy skis from the beginning
else
rent skis until the end
end
if

B
x(t)

Second, if the player buys ski from at time t based on Line
4 of algorithm A, then the competitive ratio is
B+t
B+t
B t
B
≤
≤ max{ , } ≤ max{ , 1}.
min{x, B}
min{x, B}
x B
x
Third, if the player rents skis until the end, then the competitive ratio is
x
x
x̄
≤ max{ , 1} ≤ max{ , 1}.
min{x, B}
B
B
The proof is completed, when we consider the option that
induces the least competitive ratio.

6.3

Algorithm Design with Interval Prediction for MCMP

Now, based on the simple idea introduced in the previous
section, we proceed to design an algorithm that incorporates
interval prediction in decision making for online microgrid
energy generation scheduling problem.
In the case of MCMP, depending the current status of the
generator, the goal is to answer one of the following four
questions:
1. If the generator is off, how to use the interval prediction data to keep the generator to be off?
2. If the generator is off, how to use the interval prediction data to turn on the generator?
3. If the generator is on, how to use the interval prediction
data to turn off the generator?
4. If the generator is on, how to use the interval prediction
data to keep the generator to be on?
In what follows, we answer to these questions by providing
a guideline for each one. First, we start with some notation
definition to facilitate the discussion. Let ts be the index of
the latest slot in which the status of the generator is changed
due to the execution of the algorithm, i.e.,
n
o
ts , max τ = 1, . . . , t − 1|y(τ ) 6= y(τ − 1) .
Then, we calculate the total cost of the previous time slots
in [ts , t − 1] denoted as Ψ as follows
Ψ(t) ,

Theorem
4. The
competitiveo ratio
of
A
is
n
x
B
α , min 2, max{ x , 1}, max{ B , 1} . Note that 1 ≤ α ≤ 2.
Proof. First, we note that the competitive ratio of
break-even is 2 [8].

t−1
X

ψ(σ(τ ), y(τ )).

(9)

τ =ts

Note that y(τ ) = c, τ ∈ [ts , t − 1], c ∈ {0, 1}, by definition.
Finally, define parameter th which is the competitive ratio of
r CHASE. This parameter th is used to verify the effectiveness
of interval prediction data. In Sec. 6.3.1, we proceed to

lowing two ratios:

Algorithm 4: iCHASE, for t ∈ T
1
2
3

4
5
6
7
8

inputs
y(t − 1) // The previous status of the generator
(σ(τ ))t+ω
τ =t+1 // The upper bounds of input in
[t + 1, t + ω]
(σ(τ ))t+ω
τ =t+1 // The lower bounds of input in
[t + 1, t + ω]
algorithm
n
o
ts ← max τ = 1, . . . , t − 1|y(τ ) 6= y(τ − 1)
P
Ψ(t) ← t−1
τ =ts ψ(σ(τ ), y(t − 1))
if y(t − 1) = 0 then
0

Ψ(t)+

9

R0 (t) ←

max
0

t≤τ ≤t+ω

τ
P

ψ(σ(τ ),0)

τ =t
τ0

Ψ(t)+β+

P

ψ(σ(τ ),1)

τ =t

10

R0 (t) ←



min
max
1+
0

t≤τ ≤t+ω


11
12
13
14
15
16
17
18

0

Ψ(t)
,
β

Ψ(t)+β+

τ
P

τ =t

Ψ(t)+

τ0
P




ψ(σ(τ ),1) 

ψ(σ(τ ),0)

τ =t




if R0 (t) ≥ th AND R0 (t) ≥ th then
execute r CHASE
else if R0 (t) ≤ R0 (t) then
y(t) ← 1
else
y(t) ← 0
end
else
0

τ
P

ψ(σ(τ ),1)

τ =t
τ0
P

ψ(σ(τ ),0)

Ψ(t)+

19

R1 (t) ←

min
0

t≤τ ≤t+ω

Ψ(t)+

20

R1 (t) ←

max

t≤τ 0 ≤t+ω

P

ψ(σ(τ ),0)

τ =t
τ0
P

ψ(σ(τ ),1)

Ψ(t)+

τ =t

21
22
23
24
25
26
27
28
29

if R1 (t) ≥ th AND R1 (t) ≥ th then
execute r CHASE
else if R1 (t) ≤ R1 (t) then
y(t) ← 0
else
y(t) ← 1
end
end
set u(t), v(t), and s(t) according to Eqs. (2) and (3)

answer questions (1) and (2) in which the current status of
the generator is off. Then in Sec. 6.3.2, we explain how to
answer questions (3) and (4) which are related to the case
that the generator is currently on.

6.3.1

R0 (t) ,

Guidelines when the generator is off

In this case, we have y(t − 1) = 0 and the decision is
whether turn on the generator or not. Overall goal is to
make the decision based on comparing the values of the fol-

max
0

t≤τ ≤t+ω

min

t≤τ 0 ≤t+ω

Pτ 0

τ =t ψ(σ(τ ), 0)
, (10)
Pτ 0
Ψ(t) + β + τ =t ψ(σ(τ ), 1)
P 0
Ψ(t) + ττ =t ψ(σ(τ ), 1) + β
. (11)
P 0
Ψ(t) + ττ =t ψ(σ(τ ), 0)

Ψ(t) +

In Eq. (10), R0 (t) characterizes the maximum ratio between the maximum possible cost of using the grid over the
minimum possible cost using the generator. Similarly, in
Eq. (11), R0 (t) characterizes the minimum ratio between
the maximum possible cost of using generator over the minimum cost of using the grid.
Our decision making is as follows. If both values of R0 (t)
and R0 (t) are greater than the threshold th, the additional
information on upper bound and lower bound cannot provide any useful insight. Then, we follow the basic algorithm without interval prediction taking into account, like
r CHAESE (Line 12 of Algorithm 4). This is similar to what
we have done in Line 2 of algorithm A.
The interval prediction information actively contributes
in decision making when either R0 (t) ≤ th or R0 (t) ≤ th.
If so, we compare those values and make the decision based
on the smaller one. If R0 (t) ≤ R0 (t), it means that we can
safely turn on the generator without imposing significant
additional cost (Line 14, this is like buying decision in Line 4
of algorithm A), otherwise, we keep using the gird (Line 16,
this is like renting decision in Line 6 of algorithm A). By
this design we answer questions (1) and (2).

6.3.2

τ =t
τ0

Ψ(t)+

R0 (t) ,

Guidelines when the generator is on

In this case, we have y(t − 1) = 1 and the decision is
whether keep the generator on or turn it off and switch to use
the external grid. Similar to the previous case, we construct
the following two ratios which are later used for decision
making:
P 0
Ψ(t) + ττ =t ψ(σ(τ ), 1)
R1 (t) , min
,
(12)
Pτ 0
t≤τ 0 ≤t+ω Ψ(t) +
τ =t ψ(σ(τ ), 0)
P 0
Ψ(t) + ττ =t ψ(σ(τ ), 0)
R1 (t) , max
.
(13)
Pτ 0
t≤τ 0 ≤t+ω Ψ(t) +
τ =t ψ(σ(τ ), 1)
In Eq. (12), R1 (t) characterizes the minimum ratio between the maximum cost of keep using the generator over
the minimum cost occurred by using the grid. Likewise, in
Eq. (13), R1 (t) characterizes the maximum possible ratio
between the maximum cost of switching to the grid over the
minimum cost of when keep turning on the generator.
Similar to the previous case we first verify whether the
values of R1 (t) and R1 (t). If both are greater than the
threshold th, then we simply execute r CHAESE (Line 22 of
Algorithm 4). Otherwise, if R1 (t) is smaller, we keep using
the generator (Line 26) and if R1 (t) is smaller, we turn off
the generator (Line 24). This answers questions (3) and (4).
Putting together the above guidelines, we summarize
iCHASE as in Algorithm 4. The following theorem establishes the competitiveness of iCHASE.
Theorem 5. The competitive ratio of iCHASE is at most
the competitive ratio of rCHASE.
Proof. In [14].
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Figure 2: Comparison results in different seasons

7.

PERFORMANCE EVALUATIONS

In this section, we conduct trace-driven experiments to
evaluate the performance of the proposed algorithms and
compare them to the previous algorithms. As the performance metric, in our experiments we report the cost reduction of different algorithms as compared to the cost incurred
by using only external electricity, heating and wind energy
(without the generators) as a benchmark. Furthermore, the
output for all algorithms is the total cost incurred during
the time horizon T . Finally, the length of each time slot is
1 hour and T = 120 which is an interval of 5 days.

7.1

Experimental Setup

Overview of data traces: The electricity and heat
data are obtained from [1] which is the demand of a college
in San Francisco with yearly electricity demand of around
154GW h. To calculate the net demand, the renewable
energy supply is injected by a wind power trace from [3]
which is the output of a wind station outside San Francisco with installed capacity of 12M W . The electricity and
natural gas price data are from PG&E [4]. The electricity prices follow a time-of-use scheme in which there are
three different prices for on-peak, off-peak, and mid-peak
periods. According to [2], we set the unit heat generation cost to be cg = $0.0179/KW h. We adopt generators
with specifications the same as the one in [5] with the capacity of L = 3M W , The incremental cost per unit time
co = $0.051/KW h and cm = $110/h which is calculated according to the natural gas price and the generator efficiency.
The heat to electricity ratio η is set to be 1.8 according
to [5]. We set the startup cost β equivalent to running the
generator at its full capacity for about 5 hours at its own
operating cost, which gives β = $1400. Even though we explained the algorithms in the single-generator case, but, as
mentioned in Sec. 3.1, our algorithms can be extended to the
multiple-generator case without performance loss. Hence,
in our experiments, we run our algorithms with 10 homogeneous generators so as to fully satisfy the demand.

Comparison algorithms: As summarized in Table 3, in
our experiments we report the cost reduction of the following
algorithms:
1) OPT: The optimal offline solution which calculates
the optimal energy generation scheduling provided that the
problem data over the whole time horizon T is available in
advance.
2) CHASE: The basic algorithm proposed in [18] that is
also explained in Sec. 4 as Algorithm 1.
3) CHASE10: The lookahead extended version of CHASE,
with window of size 10. In this algorithm that is proposed
in [18], it is assumed that accurate data of the future 10 time
slots are available at the current slot.
4) iCHASE: The randomized algorithm that incorporates
the interval prediction in algorithm design as explained in
Sec. 6.3 as Algorithm 4. We remark that since iCHASE is
built upon r CHASE, we just report the results for iCHASE
directly.
The settings of iCHASE algorithm: Unless otherwise
mentioned, we assume that in a window size of 10 time slots,
the interval prediction demand data is available. We generate this interval prediction data randomly such that the
upper bound and lower bound values are within ±40% of
the original points, on average. In other words, at time t we
have

σ(τ ) = 1 + rnd(0, 0.8) σ(τ ), τ ∈ [t + 1, t + ω]
(14)

σ(τ ) = 1 − rnd(0, 0.8) σ(τ ), τ ∈ [t + 1, t + ω]

(15)

where rnd(a, b) uniformly generates a random number in
[a, b]. Since we have assumed that the upper bound and
lower bound values are within ±40% of the original points,
on average, we have generated the random values within
1 − rnd(0, 0.8) and 1 + rnd(0, 0.8) of the original inputs.
Two sample interval predicted values along with the accurate values for the net electricity demand (i.e., a(t)) are
demonstrated in Fig. 5. Finally, note that iCHASE calls the
randomized algorithm r CHASE in some slots. In addition,
the upper and lower bound values are generated randomly in
our experiments. Consequently, we have executed iCHASE
200 times in each data point of the figures for the same input
and the average cost reduction values are reported.

7.2

Comparison Results in Different Seasons

In the first experiment we compare the cost reduction of
4 different algorithms in 4 seasons and whole year. Toward
this for each season, we have executed 15 runs for each experiment in a period of 5 days with coverage of 75 days in each
season, and the average cost reduction results for different
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Figure 5: A sample illus- Figure 6: Cost reduction
tration of net electricity as a function of interval
demand and the interval prediction size
prediction with 20% (top)
and 80% (bottom) of the
values
algorithms separately for each season are depicted in Fig. 2.
We mention the following notable observations: (i) The average cost reduction values for whole year demonstrate that
iCHASE reduces the benchmark cost by 15.85% as compared
to 16.61% reduction for CHASE10. This observation shows
that iCHASE can reduce the overall cost close to CHASE10.
Note that CHASE10 requires accurate demand profile within
lookahead window of 10 hours, which is not practical in real
cases with high uncertainty in electricity demand, heat demand, and renewable generations. While iCHASE just requires an estimation on upper and lower bound values within
±40% of the accurate points. (ii) The cost reduction of
iCHASE (15.85%) is significantly better than that of the basic prediction-oblivious CHASE (9.1%). (iii) Last but not
the least, iCHASE’s cost is 1.12× of the optimal offline cost,
which evinces the importance of randomization and taking
into account interval prediction in algorithm design.

7.3

The Effect of Lookahead Window

In this section, we aim to investigate the evolution of the
cost reduction of iCHASE as compared to CHASE10, as the
size of lookahead window increases. Toward this, we change
the window size from 5 to 20. For the sake of better illustration, we report the results of two versions of iCHASE,
named as iCHASE40 and iCHASE80 with interval prediction
within ±40% and ±80% of the original points, on average
respectively. In Fig. 3, the cost reduction of a sample run as
a function of lookahead window size is demonstrated. The
results demonstrate that by sufficiently large window size
(ω ≈ 15), iCHASE40 (with 33.95% reduction) can achieve
1.01× of the optimal offline cost (with 34.37% reduction)
and 1.007× of the cost of perfect prediction CHASE10 (with
34.21% reduction). In addition, even a low quality interval
prediction like iCHASE80 (with 30.71% reduction at ω = 15)
can perform much better than the basic CHASE without any
future information (with 23.61% reduction).

7.4

The Effect of Generation Capacity

Another interesting scenario is to investigate the performance of the proposed algorithms when the generation capacity increases. As an important observation in [18], it
is reported that “provisioning local generation to produce
60% of the peak demand is sufficient to obtain nearly all of
the cost reduction benefits”. In this experiment, we aim to
verify this observation again taking into account the new de-

sign spaces of randomization and interval prediction in our
algorithms. Toward this, we change the number of generators from 1 (corresponding to 10% of the peak demand) to
10 (corresponding to 100% of the peak demand) and report
the cost reduction results of different algorithms in Fig. 4.
The notable result is that the cost reduction of our algorithm iCHASE, evolves the same as the other alternatives,
which signifies again the aforementioned observation on the
capacity of local generation.

7.5

The Effect of the Accuracy of Interval
Prediction

In the last experiment, we investigate the effect of the
accuracy of the interval prediction on the amount of cost reduction of iCHASE. Toward this, we vary the interval prediction bounds from ±20% to ±80% according to the Eqs. (14)
and (15). Note that for the previous experiments interval
prediction is within ±40% of the original values, on average.
An example of such interval predictions for the boundary
points ±20% to ±80% for 3 days is depicted in Fig. 5. The
result of cost reduction of iCHASE as the accuracy of prediction decreases is shown in Fig. 6. The result clearly demonstrates that the iCHASE is robust to the error from ±20%
to ±40% and when the prediction error goes over 40%, the
performance degrades rapidly as the accuracy decreases.

8.

CONCLUSION AND FUTURE WORK

This paper investigated the potential benefits of randomization and interval prediction in online algorithm design
for intelligent energy generation scheduling in microgrid.
Our analytical study demonstrated that randomization can
improve the competitiveness of existing deterministic algorithms. Our experimental study demonstrated that new design space of randomization and interval prediction can significantly improve the result of the previous deterministic
algorithm and can achieve near offline-optimal performance.
An important future work is to find the best randomized competitive ratio for the studied problem. In addition, it would be interesting to extend the idea of interval
prediction-aware algorithmic design in peak-based charging
model. Finally, another interesting future direction would
be to consider more realistic prediction models such as the
case that the prediction accuracy deceases along the increasing of the predicted time horizon.
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